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Order-statistic filtering Fourier decomposition and its applications 

to rolling bearing fault diagnosis 

Siqi Huang, Jinde Zheng, Haiyang Pan, Jinyu Tong 

Abstract: Inspired by the empirical wavelet transform (EWT) method, a new method for nonstationary 

signal analysis termed order-statistic filtering Fourier decomposition (OSFFD) is proposed in this paper. 

The OSFFD method uses order-statistic filtering and smoothing to preprocesses the Fourier spectrum of 

original signal, which improves the problem of sometimes unreasonable boundaries obtained by EWT 

directly segmenting the Fourier spectrum. Then, the mono-components with physical significance are 

obtained by adaptively reconstructing the coefficient of fast Fourier transform in each interval, which 

improves the problem of too many false components obtained by Fourier decomposition (FDM). The 

OSFFD method also is compared with the existing nonstationary signal decomposition methods including 

empirical mode decomposition（EMD）, EWT, FDM and variational mode decomposition（VMD） through 

analyzing simulation signals and the result indicates that OSFFD is less affected by noise and is much more 

accurate and reasonable in obtaining mono-components. After that, the OSFFD method is compared with 

the mentioned methods in diagnostic accuracy through analyzing the tested faulty bearing vibration signals 

and the effectiveness and superiority of OSFFD to the comparative methods in bearing fault identification 

are verified.  

 

Keywords: Order-statistic filtering Fourier decomposition; empirical mode decomposition; empirical 

wavelet transform; Order-statistic filtering; rolling bearing; fault diagnosis. 

 

1. Introduction 

Rolling bearing is an indispensable element of rotating equipment, and its failure will lead to abnormal 

operation of the equipment and even cause huge economic losses. Therefore, the correct detection of rolling 

bearing failure is the hot spot but also the difficulty of current research [1-5]. The empirical mode 

decomposition (EMD) formally proposed by Huang et al [6, 7] has been commonly used in dealing with 

mechanical signals. By using EMD, a given signal can be adaptively decomposed into several intrinsic 

mode functions and a residual. However, the application of EMD in mechanical fault diagnostics is limited 
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by its disadvantages such as mode aliasing and endpoint effects [8-10]. In 2013, Gilles [11, 12] proposed the 

empirical wavelet transform (EWT) method, which is based on the proper segmentation of the original 

Fourier spectrum to avoid the inherent defects of EMD. EWT has been used by many researchers for fault 

detection and diagnosis and many effective diagnostic results are obtained [13-15]. For example, EWT was 

applied to diagnose rolling bearing failure by Kedadouche et al [16], and the results demonstrated that the 

operation time is significantly shortened and EWT is better than EMD in mode estimation. However, the 

key to EWT is whether the Fourier spectrum is correctly segmented and the decomposition effect will be 

greatly affected by the Fourier spectrum segmentation [17-20]. 

Variational mode decomposition (VMD) [21] is proposed by constructing a constrained variational 

problem and searching for the optimal result of the model, by using which a given nonstationary signal can 

be adaptively decomposed into a given number of components. High precision and fast convergence are the 

most prominent features of VMD, which makes it very suitable for diagnosing vibration signals of the 

bearing [22, 23]. In [24], the rub-impact fault signal was detected using VMD and it was concluded that the 

effect of VMD is superior to EMD and EWT. However, the main disadvantages of VMD are the setting of 

the penalty parameter and modal number. Recently, the Fourier decomposition method (FDM) was 

proposed by Singh [25], by using which the nonstationary signal can be reasonably decomposed of several 

Fourier intrinsic band functions (FIBFs) and a residual. FDM is an adaptive, local, orthogonal and complete 

method for signal separation. FDM was used to diagnose the vibration signal of wind turbine gearbox in 

[26]. The experimental result shows that the fault of wind turbine gearbox can be effectively diagnosed by 

FDM. However, for the actual collected bearing signals, the components obtained by FDM not really meet 

the condition that its instantaneous frequency is of physical meaning and the mode mixing phenomenon 

between adjacent modes is prone to occur. Therefore, the frequency bands of certain component obtained by 

FDM are unreasonable. 

In this paper, inspired by EWT and FDM methods, a new nonstationary signal separation method 

called Order-statistic filtering Fourier decomposition (OSFFD) is proposed and then is used in the fault 

diagnosis of rolling bearing for verifying its effectiveness. In OSFFD, first, the order-statistic filtering is 

used to filter the Fourier spectrum, which simplifies the complexity of the original Fourier spectrum. 

Second, the obtained spectrum is smoothed and segmented to obtained the segmentation boundary, and the 

obtained boundary is more reasonable than that of EWT. Then the component is obtained by doing the 

inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) within each interval, which improves the problem of too many false 

components in FDM. 



There are three innovations in this article as shown below: 

(1) The OSFFD method performs order-statistic filtering on the Fourier spectrum of the original signal, 

which can effectively simplify the spectrum. 

(2) The filtered spectrum is smoothed in the OSFFD method. This step of smoothing solves the 

problem of some non-smoothness in the envelope spectrum and facilitate to obtain the reasonable 

segmentation boundaries. 

(3) The OSFFD method improves the problem that the components obtained by FDM not really meet 

the physical meaning and are not easily separated between adjacent modes. 

The rest of this paper is described below. The OSFFD method is proposed in section 2. In section 3, 

OSFFD is applied to simulation signal analysis. In section 4, the OSFFD method is applied for analysing the 

measured signals of rolling bearings by comparing with other commonly used signal decomposition 

methods. Discussion and conclusions are given in section 5. 

 

2. Order-statistic filtering Fourier decomposition method 

The target of OSFFD is to decompose the given nonstationary signal into several mono-component 

termed Fourier intrinsic mode functions (FIMFs), whose instantaneous frequency owns physical meaning. 

The key of OSFFD is to adaptively obtain the reasonable segmentation boundaries. 

The original Fourier spectrum of a signal is usually complex and difficult to be directly segmented, so 

the spectrum can be first processed before being segmented. In the OSFFD method, OSF is used to filter the 

Fourier spectrum to highlight the main frequency components. The advantage of this step processing is that 

it can effectively eliminate noise. The main frequency portion of the spectrum can be preserved, and the 

endpoint effects generated by the interpolation envelope process are avoided by OSFFD. 

The steps of OSF is introduced as following.  

(1) The number of peaks in the spectrum is counted. 

(2) The minimum distance between adjacent extreme points is calculated to determine the initial 

window width of the OSF. 

(3) Supplement certain data points at both ends of the original sequence by mirroring. 

The process of the OSF is illustrated by a data sequence [3, 4, 3, 5, 7, 5, 3, 4, 8, 10, 6, 3, 5, 4, 2], and 

the formation of the upper envelope is seen in Figure 1. The formation process is described as follows: First, 

the distance of adjacent maxima points in the data sequence is calculated. The local maximum value in this 

sequence is 4, 7, 10, 5, and the distance between two adjacent maxima is 3, 5, 3, so the minimum distance is 



chosen to set the window width, which is 
OSF

W =3. Then, the number of 
OSF

( 1)W -  /2= (3-1) /2=1 data 

points is respectively supplemented at both ends of the original data sequence by mirroring, that is, the new 

data sequence is [4, 3, 4, 3, 5, 7, 5, 3, 4, 8, 10, 6, 3, 5, 4, 2, 4]. Finally, the data is filtered from left to right 

using a window with a window width of 3, and the maximum value in each window is used to form a 

filtered result of [4, 4, 5, 7, 7, 7, 5, 8, 10, 10, 10, 6, 5, 5, 4], the results obtained are shown in Figure 2. In 

this way, the main components with high amplitude can be preserved, and noise and other interference 

components are masked, which is beneficial to the division of the spectrum. However, OSF only processes 

the Fourier spectrum and cannot directly diagnose bearing faults. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the 

method of frequency spectrum segmentation and reconstruction components to accurately diagnose rolling 

bearings. 

 

Figure 1. The process of the envelope formation     Figure 2. The original data sequence and its envelope 

Based on the theory of OSF, a new method for the diagnosis of rolling bearing signal termed OSFFD is 

proposed. The specific implementation steps of OSFFD are described as follows. 

(1) FFT is performed on the original signal ( )x t with the Fourier spectrum F(f) is obtained. 

( ) ( ) dift
F f x t e t

 


                                 (1) 

(2) The spectrum F(f) is preprocessed and its envelope is calculated using the order-statistic filtering 

method.  

the minimum distance between the maximum points can be estimated by 

OSF

L
d =

n
                                      (2) 

where L is the length of data, the total number of maximum points in the spectrum is represented by n, and 



dOSF represents the average of the distance between the two closest maximum points. The size of the initial 

window width is defined as an integer closest to dOSF and must be odd. The size of the window is changed 

in each loop calculation to find the best window width, which is 
NEXT OSF

W W +2.  

The size of the window width is constantly increasing and the window width in which the component 

with the maximum kurtosis is extracted as the optimal window width. 

A signal Y ( ), (1, )
i

f i L  of length L, the output result of the OSF is represented as ( )
i

Evlp f . The 

spectrum of the original signal Y ( )
i

f  is segmented into 
OSF

1L W -  parts by the window width 
OSF

W , 

and the j-th interval is 
OSF

+1 +2 + -1 OSF
[Y ( ), Y ( ), Y ( ), , Y ( )], 1 L + 1

j j j j W
f f f f j W  - . Consequently, the 

envelope results after filtering by OSF is: 

OSF

OSF

+1

+1 + 2 + -1
=1

( ) = max{[Y ( ), Y ( ), Y ( ), , Y ( )]}

L-W

i j j j j W
j

Evlp f f f f f                 (3) 

The length of the data after the envelope is reduced. During the envelope process, the number of 

OSF
( 1) 2W - /  data points will be lost on the left side of the first window, and the same data points will be 

lost on the right of the last window. But lost data can be supplemented by mirroring. 

(3) The result of the envelope is smoothed, and the "moving" smoothing method is used in the OSFFD 

method. The window width during smoothing is set to be slightly larger than the optimal window width, and 

the processed spectrum Y(f) is obtained. 

(4) The number of bands to be divided is set to N, so N+1 boundaries need to be found. Since 0 and Fs/2 

are fixed boundaries, only N-1 boundaries need to be found in the end. The first N maximum points with the 

largest amplitude in Y(f) are extracted, and the position at the minimum of the two closest maximum points 

is selected as the segmentation boundary to obtain the boundary set  

1 s
, 0, / 2N

k k k k
B f f F 

1 -
[ ] [ ]                            (4) 

where 
0

0f  , 
s

/ 2
N

f F . 

(5) The FIMF component in each interval Bk is obtained by inverse fast Fourier transform. 

1
( ) ( ) d

2

ift

kI t F f e t


 


                                (5) 

The flow diagram of the OSFFD method is displayed in Figure 3. 



 

Figure 3. The flow diagram of OSFFD method 

3. Simulation signal analysis 

3.1 Case 1 

The mixed signal ( )x t  composed of three amplitude modulation and frequency modulation (AM-FM) 

signals and one amplitude modulation (AM) signal (shown in Eq. (3)) is constructed to illustrate the 

significant effect of OSFFD. i.e.  

1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x t x t x t x t x t                               (6) 

where 
1( ) (1 0.2cos(6π ))cos(200π sin(6π ))x t t t t   , 2

2 ( ) (1 )cos(150π 6π )x t t t t   , 

3( ) sin(4π )sin(80π cos(2π ))x t t t t  , 
4 ( ) 0.5sin(30π )x t t , the frequencies of the four signals are 100 Hz, 75 Hz, 

40 Hz and 15 Hz, respectively. The sampling frequency is Fs=5000 Hz with sampling time is 1 second. The 

waveforms of signal ( )x t  and its four components are revealed in Figure 4(a), and the spectrogram of  

( )x t  is demonstrated in Figure 4(b). 

Original signal x(t) 

Perform FFT on x(t) to get F(f) F(f) is enveloped using OSF 

The result of OSF is smoothed to get Y(f) 

Y(f) is segmented to obtain the boundary set Bk 

Perform IFFT in each interval Bk 

The FIMF is obtained 



 

(a) The waveform of ( )x t and its components            (b) The spectrogram of ( )x t  

Figure 4. The waveform and spectrogram of simulation signals 

The mixed signal ( )x t  is decomposed by the OSFFD method, where the optimal window width is 

OSF
W =3. The raw Fourier spectrum and the upper envelope obtained by filtering are displayed in Figure 5(a). 

Peaks at the main frequency is preserved after the envelope. But there are still many unsmooth places in the 

envelope of the spectrum, which will have a greater impact on the subsequent spectrum segmentation. Then, 

the smoothing method used is the "moving" method in OSFFD, and the smoothed result is seen in Figure 

5(b). It can be illustrated that the position of the main frequency is preserved in the processed spectrum and 

those frequency components around 100 Hz that have large amplitudes and will affect the segmentation 

result are simplified. 

 

(a) The processed envelope by OSFFD                  (b) The smoothed result 

Figure 5. Processed spectrum 



Next, the smoothed spectrum is segmented. The number of divided bands is set to 4. The boundaries 

obtained by segmenting the spectrum are revealed in Figure 6. It can be observed from the segmentation 

results that the Fourier spectrum can be segmented into four frequency bands by the obtained boundary, and 

each main frequency portion is effectively separated. Finally, the mono-components with physical 

significance are obtained by reconstructing the coefficient of fast Fourier transform and the FIMF 

component can be obtained from each interval, as shown in Figure 7. It is observed from the decomposition 

results that each component can be consistent with the original simulation signal, and the decomposition 

method has better fidelity.  

 

    Figure 6. The boundary of the spectrum        Figure 7. The decomposition results of OSFFD  

For comparison, the simulation signals are decomposed using other existing methods, such as EWT, 

EMD, FDM, and VMD. In the decomposition of EWT, the number of frequency bands to be segmented is 

chosen to be 4, and the division method of the local maximum value 'locmaxmin' is used to get the 

boundary results as seen in Figure 8. The four components are revealed in Figure 9. It can be illustrated 

from Figure 8 and Figure 9 that some information component of the 15 Hz band is incorrectly divided into 

the 40 Hz band by the first boundary. Similarly, the first half of the information component of the 75 Hz 

band is incorrectly divided by the second boundary to 40 Hz. Within the frequency band, only the position 

of the third boundary is appropriate. Therefore the 100 Hz band can be segmented, that is, the first 

component of the decomposition result coincides with the original simulation signal 1( )x t . The EMD is 

used to analyze the simulated signal ( )x t  and 7 components can be obtained as shown in Figure 10(a). Two 

low frequency signals 3( )x t  and 4 ( )x t  can be obtained by EMD decomposition, while the high frequency 

signals 1( )x t  and 2 ( )x t  cannot be obtained. From Figure 10(b) of the decomposition result of FDM, it can 



be found that only the frequency component of 15 Hz and 100 Hz is obtained, and the decomposition effect 

of other frequency components is not good. In the VMD method, the number of modals is chosen to be 4, 

the penalty parameter is  =1000. The decomposition result of VMD is shown in Figure 10(c). The 

decomposition effect is similar to OSFFD, and each component can effectively match the original signal. 

 

   Figure 8. The boundaries obtained by EWT       Figure 9. The four components obtained by EWT 

 

(a) The components obtained by EMD decomposition (b) The components obtained by FDM decomposition 



 

(c) The components obtained by VMD decomposition 

Figure 10. The components obtained by EMD, FDM and VMD decomposition 

 

For the purpose of compare the resistance of the five methods to strong noise, a Gaussian white noise 

is mixed in the signal ( )x t , where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the added noise is 15 dB, and the five 

methods mentioned above are used to analyze the noisy signal, respectively. The number of modals of VMD 

is set to 6, and the penalty parameter is  =1000. The optimal window width of the OSFFD is WOSF=13, 

and the "moving" smoothing method is used. The parameter settings of other methods are consistent with 

the previous ones and the components obtained are shown in Figure 11. First, the mixed signal with added 

noise can be decomposed into four signal components by the proposed OSFFD method in this paper, 

corresponding to 
1( )x t , 

2 ( )x t , 
3( )x t  and 

4 ( )x t , respectively. As shown in Figure 11(a), the correlation 

between the components obtained by the OSFFD decomposition and the original four components is very 

high. The decomposition result of EWT is shown in Figure 11(b). Only 1( )x t  of the obtained components 

can be decomposed, and 2 ( )x t , 3( )x t  and 4 ( )x t  cannot be obtained effectively. The first six components 

obtained by EMD decomposition are illustrated in Figure 11(c), there are mode aliasing and the difference is 

large with the four components of composition ( )x t . When FDM is used, 27 components are obtained, of 

which the first 6 components are shown in Figure 11(d). The first and third components correspond to 4 ( )x t  

and 1( )x t , respectively. 2 ( )x t  and 3( )x t  cannot be obtained and there are more unwanted components. 

Finally, the components obtained by VMD are displayed in Figure 11(e). The components are greatly 

affected by noise and cannot be obtained efficiently. 



 

(a) OSFFD                                        (b) EWT 

 

(c) EMD                                             (d) FDM 

 



(e) VMD 

Figure 11. The decomposed components of the noisy signal by the five methods of OSFFD, EWT, EMD, 

FDM and VMD 

 

Considering the influence of different noises on the decomposition effect, the simulated signal is added 

with noise of different SNR. Then the noise-added signals are decomposed by EMD, FDM, EWT, VMD 

and OSFFD respectively. The energy ratio is used to represent the error between each component obtained 

from the decomposition and the original signal is illustrated in Figure 12. When noise with different SNR is 

added, there is a large difference between the components obtained by the EMD method and the original 

signal. There is still a large error even in the case of high SNR and the decomposition effect is not ideal. 

Signals containing different SNR noises are decomposed by FDM and there is a certain error between each 

decomposed component and the signal without noise, but the error is smaller than the EMD method. 

Similarly, the error is still present when noise signals with different SNR are decomposed by EWT and the 

error size is large, so EWT is less resistant to noise. The ability of VMD to resist noise is better than EWT, 

but not as good as FDM. There is large error in high SNR. This conclusion that the OSFFD method has 

almost no error when the SNR is high and the components can be completely consistent with the original 

signal can be drawn from the comparison of these five methods. The decomposition effect is better, only 

when the SNR is less than 5 dB there is a large error between each component and the signal without noise. 



 

Figure 12. The errors caused by five methods in the case of different SNR noise 

 

3.2 Case 2 

When the signal is collected under actual working conditions, the collected signal generated operation 

rolling bearing can generally be constructed by the impact signal and the noise signal, which is: 

fault noise
( ) = ( ) + ( )S t S t S t                                    (7) 

where, The impact signal is represented by 
fault

( )S t , the random noise signal is represented by 
noise

( )S t , and 

( )S t  represents the signal collected by the sensor. 

In the case of an inner ring failure of the rolling bearing, the magnitude of impact signal generated each 

time the ball passes the position of the inner ring damage point will be modulated by the rotational speed. 

Therefore, the shock signal with the inner ring fault can be convolved with a basic function h(t) whose 

amplitude is exponentially decayed and a pulse function f(t) whose amplitude is constantly changing [27]. 

sinn
f t

n
h t e f t

   2( ) ( 1 )                                (8) 

cos( ( )), cos( ( ))
( ) 1,2 , ( )

cos( ( )), cos( ( ))

r i r i

s i

r i r i

Q k f f k f f
f t k round f f

G k f f k f f

 
  


   

2 2 0

2 2 0
，       (9) 

fault
( )=convS t h t f t( ) , ( )（ ）                               (10) 



where, the attenuation coefficient   is 0.1, the natural frequency 
nf =3000, the rotation frequency 

rf =15. 

The inner ring failure frequency is calculated to be 
if =81, the impact strength is Q=5 and G=2. The 

sampling frequency 
sf =4096, the sampling time is 1 s, and the noise with a SNR of -2 dB is mixed in 

simulation signal. The waveform and spectrogram of bearing simulation signal with inner ring fault is 

shown in the figure 13(a) and figure 13(b), where the waveform and spectrogram of impact signal 
fault

( )S t  

is illustrated in figure 13(c) and figure 13(d). 

   

(a) The waveform of simulation signal with inner ring fault   (b) The spectrogram of simulation signal 

   

     (c) The waveform of impact signal 
fault

( )S t       (d) The spectrogram of the impact signal 
fault

( )S t  

Figure 13. The waveform and spectrogram of simulation signal and impact signal 

 



The signal with fault is decomposed by OSFFD method, where the optimal window width is WOSF=111 

determined by calculating the kurtosis value of each decomposition result. The processing of the spectrum is 

revealed in the figure 14. It can be got from the figure that the processed Fourier spectrum component is 

simple and easy to segment, and the segmentation result is as shown in the figure 15(a). Compared to the 

segmentation results of EWT, the results of OSFFD are more reasonable. In the figure 15(b), the 

segmentation boundary of EWT is concentrated at the frequency with larger amplitude, which affects the 

analysis of other frequency components. 

 

(a) The processed result of OSF                     (b) The spectrum after smoothing 

Figure 14. Processed spectrum 

  

(a)The segmentation boundary of OSFFD          (b) The segmentation boundary of EWT 

Figure 15. The segmentation boundary of OSFFD and EWT 

 



The processed spectrum of the maximum component of the kurtosis value obtained by the 

decomposition methods of OSFFD, EWT, EMD, FDM and VMD are revealed in figure 16. It can be 

illustrated by the figure 16 that the OSFFD decomposition method has the best effect. The fault 

characteristic frequency of the inner ring and its 2 times frequency, 3 times frequency can be clearly 

identified. It can meet the inner ring fault characteristics. However, EWT and FDM can only recognize 

rotation frequency or the multiplier of rotation frequency, fail to find the inner ring failure frequency. So 

cannot perform correct diagnosis. Although the failure frequency 
if  can be seen from the spectrum of the 

EMD and VMD, the frequency multiplication cannot be identified and the bearing fault characteristics are 

not satisfied. 

 

Figure 16. The envelope spectrum of five decomposition methods 

4. Measured signal analysis 

4.1 Outer ring fault signal analysis 

In order to study the significant effect and superiority of the OSFFD on the decomposition of rolling 

bearing vibration signal, OSFFD is used to the measured data analysis of rolling bearings of Anhui 

University of Technology. The test bench for the rolling bearing simulation failure is shown in Figure 17. 

The model is ID-25/30, where 25/30 indicates that the measured bearing inner diameter is 25 mm or 30 

mm. Vibration signals in three directions are collected by three sensors: 1, 2 and 3. 



The rolling bearing model used in the experiment is SKF 6206-2RS1/C3. The single-point fault is cut 

on the component parts of the deep groove ball bearing by wire cutting technology. A set of data with an 

outer ring fault depth of 0.3 mm is selected to verify. The sampling frequency 
sf  is 8192 Hz, and the 

rotation speed of the motor is 900 r/min. The outer ring failure frequency 
of  of the rolling bearing is 

calculated as 54 Hz. The vibration waveform diagram of the original signal with the outer ring fault is 

displayed in Figure 18. It can be found from the figure that obvious periodic features cannot be found, 

which is not conducive to fault identification and diagnosis. 

        

Figure 17. The test bench of Anhui University of Technology  Figure 18. The waveform of vibration signal 

 

The above experimental signals were analyzed using the OSFFD. First, the rolling bearing vibration 

signal undergoes FFT to obtain the Fourier spectrum. From the Figure 19(a), it can be found that the 

vibration signal collected by the sensor contains more frequency components, and the Fourier spectrum is 

not easily divided directly. The frequency band in which the main frequency is located cannot be 

distinguished. Then, the optimal window width is 
OSF

W =105 in the OSFFD and the result after spectrum 

envelope processing is displayed in Figure 19(b). The envelope on the spectrum is smoothed and the 

parameter selection during the smoothing process is consistent with the simulation signal. It can be seen 

from the smoothed result shown in Figure 19(c) that the Fourier spectrum is more gradual, and the dominant 

frequencies (maximum values) of the local positions in the spectrum are preserved and are easily segmented. 

Next, the processed spectrum is divided, and the number of maxima of the preprocessed spectrum is 

counted and the first six maxima with the highest peak value are extracted. The position of the minimum 

value between the two closest maximum values is selected as the segmentation boundary. The segmentation 

result obtained is reflected in Figure 20 (a). It can be found from the figure that the frequency with larger 

amplitudes after segmentation are preserved and the entire spectrum is segmented. For comparison, the 

Sensor of number 1 

Sensor of number 2 

Sensor of number 3 

Motor 

Rolling bearing 



EWT decomposition method is used for decomposition, the number of frequency bands to be divided is set 

to 6 and the segmentation method of the local maximum ‘locmaxmin’ is used. The segmented boundary is 

illustrated in Figure 20(b). It can be observed that the segmentation boundary obtained by the EWT method 

is focused on the low frequency region with higher amplitude and the segmentation precision of the region 

is high. But the segmentation of the middle and high frequency portions is neglected. 

 

(a) The FFT result of vibration signal           (b) The result of spectral envelope 

 

(c) The results of smoothed 

Figure 19. The processing of Fourier spectrum 



 

(a)The segmentation boundary of OSFFD          (b) The segmentation boundary of EWT 

Figure 20. The segmentation boundary of OSFFD and EWT 

 

Among all the components obtained from the decomposition, the component FIBF3 with the largest 

kurtosis value is selected for further processing and analysis. The obtained final envelope spectrum is 

presented in Figure 21(a). From Figure 21(a), it can be found that the failure frequency 
of  is prominent 

and there are 2, 3, 4 and 5 times of the failure frequency, which is in accordance with the rolling bearing 

fault characteristics. At the same time, the noise component existing in the high frequency portion above 

600 Hz is completely suppressed and the fault can be effectively identified. Similarly, the components with 

the maximum kurtosis are selected from the components decomposed by the other four methods for 

envelope analysis. The envelope spectrum of the component with the maximum kurtosis in EWT is revealed 

in Figure 21(b). It can be discovered that the spectrum of the fault characteristic 
of  is obvious, but its 

times of 
of  is not prominent and is covered by a large amount of background noise, which is not 

conducive to the diagnosis of the fault. The results obtained using the EMD method are demonstrated in 

Figure 21(c). The characteristic frequency of bearing failure and its double frequency can be seen from the 

envelope spectrum, but the 3 times frequency is completely submerged in a lot of noise. Also, the noise 

interference in the spectrum is large and the diagnosis correctness is seriously affected. Figure 21(d) is the 

spectrum result of the component with maximum kurtosis value in the FDM. Only the failure frequency can 

be recognized and the magnitude of the noise is quite large. The diagnosis result of VMD is shown in Figure 

21(e). Only the outer ring fault characteristic frequency 
of  can be recognized from the result, but the times 



frequency of the failure frequency 
of  is not recognized. Simultaneously, there are many noise components, 

which cause interference to failure identification and diagnosis. 

 

Figure 21. The envelope spectrum of the components with the maximum kurtosis of five methods 

 

4.2 Inner ring fault signal analysis 

To further illustrate the superior effect of the newly proposed OSFFD based fault diagnosis method, 

another data set with an inner ring fault depth of 0.4 mm is selected for verification. The sampling 

frequency and the rotation speed of the motor are consistent with the parameters of the outer ring failure, 

that is, 8192 Hz and 900 r/min respectively. The calculation result of the rolling bearing failure frequency 

if  is 81 Hz. The original waveform of rolling bearing fault signal is demonstrated in Figure 22(a) and its 

original Fourier spectrum is displayed in Figure 22(b). It can be revealed from the waveform diagram that 

there is a significant impact but there are no periodic features. 



 

(a) The vibration waveform of original signal        (b) Spectrogram of original signal 

Figure 22. The waveform and spectrogram of original signal 

 

The new OSFFD method is used to analyze the fault signals in this paper. For the specific steps, see 

section 4.1 fault diagnosis of outer ring faults, which will not be repeated here. The optimal window width 

is 
OSF

W =105. The spectrum after the envelope is smoothed and segmented to obtain the final segmentation 

boundary is illustrated in Figure 23(a). It can be found that the position of the segmentation boundary is 

reasonable. Each of the prominent components in the original spectrogram is retained in each frequency 

band, and the boundary is distributed over the entire Fourier spectrum. The segmentation boundary obtained 

by EWT decomposition is shown in the Figure 23(b). The boundaries are focused on the frequency part with 

the largest amplitude. Although the segmentation accuracy of the position where this frequency is located is 

high, the positions of many frequencies are not analyzed, which seriously affects the effective analysis of 

the overall Fourier spectrum. 



 

(a) The segmentation boundary of OSFFD       (b) The segmentation boundary of EWT 

Figure 23. The boundary result of OSFFD and EWT 

 

The spectrograms obtained by the five methods mentioned above are displayed in the figure 24. In the 

spectrogram of the optimal component obtained from the OSFFD method, not only the failure frequency 
if  

but also the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 multiplication frequencies are also clearly visible. The fault frequency 
if  can 

be easily distinguished by the EWT method, but its multiplication frequencies can only be found by 2
if . 

The other three methods can only identify the fault characteristic frequency 
if  and the multiplication 

frequencies cannot be found, which seriously affects the correct diagnosis of the fault. For example, the 

amplitude of the rotation frequency 
rf  is higher than the inner frequency fault characteristic frequency 

if , 

which will cause the rotation frequency 
rf  to be mistakenly recognized as the failure frequency 

if  in the 

spectrum result obtained by the EMD. Through comparative analysis, the OSFFD method meets the 

characteristics of the inner ring fault, which is helpful for effective diagnosis of faults. 



 

Figure 24. The envelope spectrum of five analytical methods 

 

5. Conclusion 

Inspired by EWT and FDM methods, a new diagnosis method based on Order-statistic filtering Fourier 

decomposition (OSFFD) is proposed and it is mainly used to diagnose the fault of rolling bearing. The 

conclusions are as follows: 

(1) In the OSFFD method, the preprocessing of the Fourier spectrum is a very important step. The 

spectrum is simplified by the envelope and is smoothed after the envelope to facilitate segmentation. 

(2) The simulation signal is analyzed by OSFFD method. The decomposition result can be completely 

consistent with the original superimposed signal. The effectiveness and superiority of OSFFD are verified 

by comparison with EWT, EMD, FDM and VMD, and the comparison results also show that OSFFD is 

more resistant to noise than the other four methods. 

(3) Through the analysis of the measured signals, it can be illustrated that the fault characteristic 

frequency of the rolling bearing and its times frequency in the envelope spectrum obtained by OSFFD are 

favorable for fault identification and diagnosis. The inadequacies such as large interference noise or 

unobvious times frequency are present in the other four methods. 

In summary, although the rolling bearing failure can be effectively distinguished by the proposed 



OSFFD method, and has certain advantages compared with the four existing methods including EWT, EMD, 

FDM and VMD, there are also deficiencies in the proposed method. For example, the setting of the number 

of decomposition components and the selection of the optimal window width need further research and 

improvement. 
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Figures

Figure 1

The process of the envelope formation



Figure 2

The original data sequence and its envelope



Figure 3

The �ow diagram of OSFFD method

Figure 4

The waveform and spectrogram of simulation signals



Figure 5

Processed spectrum



Figure 6

The boundary of the spectrum



Figure 7

The decomposition results of OSFFD



Figure 8

The boundaries obtained by EWT



Figure 9

The four components obtained by EWT



Figure 10

The components obtained by EMD, FDM and VMD decomposition



Figure 11

The decomposed components of the noisy signal by the �ve methods of OSFFD, EWT, EMD, FDM and
VMD



Figure 12

The errors caused by �ve methods in the case of different SNR noise



Figure 13

The waveform and spectrogram of simulation signal and impact signal



Figure 14

Processed spectrum

Figure 15

The segmentation boundary of OSFFD and EWT



Figure 16

The envelope spectrum of �ve decomposition methods



Figure 17

The test bench of Anhui University of Technology



Figure 18

The waveform of vibration signal



Figure 19

The processing of Fourier spectrum



Figure 20

The segmentation boundary of OSFFD and EWT



Figure 21

The envelope spectrum of the components with the maximum kurtosis of �ve methods



Figure 22

The waveform and spectrogram of original signal

Figure 23

The boundary result of OSFFD and EWT



Figure 24

The envelope spectrum of �ve analytical methods


